Modernize and simplify with Oracle Enterprise
Resource Planning Cloud and Capgemini’s IMPACT

In today’s globalized economy, businesses rely on Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems for reduced costs, greater visibility, improved compliance, more
process automation, and decreased time spent reporting and reworking. ERP
systems are the backbone of the enterprise, and businesses expect them
to boost standardization, collaboration, and efficiency. However, in reality,
managing traditional, on-premise ERP software can often be time-consuming
and can inhibit business agility – and then there’s the cost of staying relevant and
innovating, upgrading disparate systems, and maintaining multiple licenses and
vendor relationships.
A modern, enterprise-grade ERP platform in the Cloud combined with the expertise
of a reliable integrator can transform your business processes and deliver the best of
both worlds – the agility and cost efficiency of Cloud computing and everything you
expect from traditional ERP.

Oracle ERP: Leveraging agility and innovation for
competitiveness
Oracle ERP Cloud is an ERP solution adapted for today’s enterprises. It helps you
modernize more easily with cloud innovations and fast processing speeds, better
empower your people with business insights and social collaboration, and maximize
value with predictable pricing and pay-for-what-you-need. It combines the power
of a global business software suite with easy-to-use transactional and reporting

capabilities that address financial, procurement, and project requirements across
a range of business flows and countries. The complete and integrated suite can
transform your organization with the latest social, mobile, and analytic technologies
that help optimize collaboration, process efficiency, and compliance while increasing
insight into your business. An enterprise-wide solution, it helps you move beyond
merely staying informed to actually take action based on the information provided.
Not only do Cloud-based solutions make ERP software more affordable, but they
also make these systems easier to implement and manage. Oracle ERP Cloud
offers you flexibility and choice in deployment through a comprehensive, modern,
and secure Cloud offering. By simplifying your technical requirements and business
processes, you reduce costs and free up resources to focus on value-added
activities. The solution embeds innovation and productivity into the user interface,
delivering a new user experience with built-in features and innovations such as
collaboration, contextual business intelligence, role-based dashboards, and mobile
applications. With real-time reporting providing actionable insights, business owners
can increase the effectiveness of decision-making and drive innovation.
Depending on business needs, Oracle ERP Cloud can be deployed in the Cloud,
offered on-premise, or can even be run in conjunction with your current systems.

Oracle ERP Cloud: Three suites to simplify and
modernize your systems
Oracle ERP Cloud consists of the following suites, all of which offer end-to-end
integration and embedded social and mobile capabilities to boost collaboration:
Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite: Financials Cloud: A Cloud-based version
of Fusion Financials built on E-Business Suite’s “gold standard” code set, this is an
end-to-end modern finance solution delivering Financial Management, Financial
Analytics, Expense Management and Collections and Revenue Management. The
suite is designed to automate, streamline, and control financial processes without
expensive hardware and system management overhead costs.
Oracle ERP Cloud: Procurement Suite: Built on the award winning E-Business
Suite code set, this procurement solution has been developed to address
the areas of Strategic Sourcing, Contract Management, Procurement, and
Supplier Management.
Oracle ERP Cloud: Project Portfolio Management (PPM): Designed to help
you track and control various projects including analytics and performance, this suite
includes Project Financial Management, Project Management, Project Resource
Management, and PPM Analytics.

Capgemini’s IMPACT: Integrated Methodology for
Proven and Accelerated Cloud Transformation
Capgemini can help you maximize the potential of Oracle ERP Cloud through
IMPACT (Integrated Methodology for Proven, Accelerated Cloud Transformation), our
accelerated program for implementing Oracle ERP Cloud for true and timely business
transformation. We leverage our experience with the Cloud, partnership with Oracle,
and implementation experience in the areas of Oracle Fusion Middleware, Oracle
On Demand, and other software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions to align the platform
to your specific needs. Using IMPACT, we deploy Oracle ERP Cloud the way you
want and help realign strategy as your business requirements evolve, leveraging
the strength of our Business Process Creation and Business Process Management
(BPM) practices in order to do so.
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ERP Cloud the way we do it

Capgemini’s IMPACT approach for Oracle ERP Cloud: Financials Suite
 INTEGRATED Our integrated approach starts with a candid assessment of how Cloud can fit into your organization,
includes advice on best scope and deployment options, and helps you make the right decision for your business.

 METHODOLOGY Capgemini’s Collaborative Business Experience™ guarantees a people-centered approach to
technology and a collaborative culture conducive to accuracy and successful Cloud transformation. Proprietary
collaborative tools like our Accelerated Solutions Environment (ASE) facilities make collaboration easy, and offerings like
our Application Lifecycle Services help you look at the bigger picture.
 PROVEN Capgemini’s tried-and-tested implementation methodology offered in partnership with Oracle is based on over
a decade of global Oracle application implementation experience and deep, industry-specific knowledge for businessprocess modeling to help you realize actionable business solutions.
 ACCELERATED Capgemini-developed toolsets and processes enable our global consulting team to apply industry best
practices and standards to minimize risk, configuration effort, and customization.
 CLOUD Capgemini has made large investments in Oracle Centers of Excellence that focus on Cloud adoption and
produce proprietary Intellectual Property and solutions designed to reduce risk while increasing speed of delivery and
business value for Cloud adoption.
 TRANSFORMATION Our consulting teams and technical resources help you realize the business transformation
potential of Oracle Cloud Application and achieve actionable business-driven solutions.

Business Process Management: The key to growth
and innovation
We believe that your enterprise is only as strong as the business processes behind
it. With support from a meaningful BPM framework, Oracle ERP Cloud can become
a true foundation for innovation and growth within any organization. This is why
Capgemini brings deep BPM and sector knowledge, change management skills, and
specialized Cloud orchestration to every implementation of Oracle ERP Cloud.
With a base in highly configurable, adaptable, and intelligent business processes,
Oracle ERP Cloud allows you to streamline, optimize, and modify your business
processes according to your business needs for fast, agile decision-making – even
when those needs change. We work with you to take advantage of this agility
and design your business processes for maximum impact, whether that means
starting small and gradually building up or doing a complete re-design from the very
beginning. As your business needs change, your business processes also need
to evolve and we ensure that you are future-ready with a full package of integrated
business process support.

Cloud orchestration for business transformation
Capgemini has been a pioneer in helping exploit Cloud benefits for our customers.
We saw early on that by harnessing the power of the Cloud, we could help
organizations achieve meaningful business change. It is also crucial to realize that
the business benefits of Cloud can be exploited without having to add complexity
and risk to the management agenda. Businesses have already begun experiencing
negative consequences from using several departmental or disparate Cloud
solutions; enterprise processes begin to break down due to Cloud silos and data
fragmentation. Our own proposition, as a Cloud Orchestrator, aims to help you
navigate this quickly-evolving landscape without getting lost, being dazzled by
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choices, or following ineffective routes. In Capgemini’s view, Cloud is not just a
technology issue. It’s an opportunity for business to truly transform the way it works
and even embrace new commercial models for growth – and solutions like Oracle
ERP Cloud enable today’s enterprises to transform and grow in this way.

Why Capgemini?
Oracle ERP Cloud has the potential to transform your business, and we work with
you to minimize risks and costs in order to help you realize that potential leveraging
our global practice of more than 13,000 Oracle expert consultants worldwide
including more than 650 trained specialists on Oracle Cloud Applications. Not
only are we founding members of Oracle’s Cloud Advisory Committee, we were
also selected for the Oracle Fusion Applications Beta program, which means we
have deep product expertise and play a significant role in the development and
enhancement of functionalities. A Global Diamond level partner, we’re also recipients
of several partnership awards and are recognized by leading industry analysts for our
implementation experience. Our investments in an Oracle Center of Excellence and
Oracle Solution Center allow us to reduce time-to-value and increase efficiency, and
our Accelerated Solutions Environments are designed to unleash action plans in days
rather than months.
Thanks to this expertise, we are confident that as your implementation partner,
Capgemini can help you realize the true business value Oracle ERP Cloud has to offer.
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Together with its clients, Capgemini
creates and delivers business and
technology solutions that fit their
needs and drive the results they want.
A deeply multicultural organization,
Capgemini has developed its own
way of working, the Collaborative
Business ExperienceTM, and draws
on Rightshore ®, its worldwide
delivery model.

